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It is unfortunately true that American artists’ growing awareness of critical theory has led to the 

emergence of a new breed of academics who think they have an obligation to make accepted 

theory literal in their work. The most pervasive of current theories, and the one which 

increasingly allows for the least interesting results, was once considered a radicalization of 

modernism but now appears to be the means by which modernism has been neutralized and 

made safe for public consumption. I am talking about the notion that the working of a limited set 

of operations on a particular set of materials is equal to the result. While this reductivist idea may 

have shocked art lovers a generation ago, it now merely provides an excuse for devaluing 

everything in a work of art but its surface appeal. 

This academicism can be seen in the work of two artists, Leo Rabkin and Livio Saganic, who 

showed work which, for identical reasons, is competent, tasteful and utterly boring. Both are 

preoccupied with procedures; Rabkin deals with the procedures of painting, Saganic with those 

of sculpture. Each manages to reduce his respective medium to something of only cursory 

interest. 

Rabkin folds paper like a concertina and then colors it with bands of paint which bleed into each 

other. It is apparently important to know that he grinds his own pigments; presumably the 

evidence of physical labor is supposed to compensate for the lack of mental activity. Saganic is 

also a hard worker. He takes blocks of grey slate, cuts them and arranges the pieces to 

demonstrate a logic of formal development. He cuts a shape out of the parent block and places it 

next to the now empty space from which it came, then cuts a similar, but smaller shape out of the 
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new piece, and so continues until finished and able to present a work as profound as, but less 

amusing than, one of those little nests of dolls imported from Russia. 
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Matt Mullican  
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Nothing could be further from this one-dimensional concept of the business of making art than 

the activity of Matt Mullican, whose work might also be said to deal with process. However, 

Mullican goes beyond the material processes into a complex of mental and emotional processes. 

He is less concerned with objects for their own sake than with the connections we make between 

objects in order to give ourselves meaning. 
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Mullican’s art demands to be understood as a continuing project, with the individual pieces 

functioning as markers on a longer journey. The current work must therefore be regarded as 

incomplete in some essential way, composed of fragments of something larger and as yet 

unfinished, something which may never be completely finished. This is not to say that the show 

appears lightweight; on the contrary, Mullican’s work may never be completed because he has 

set himself the task of uncovering the process of self-realization through the production of art. 

Working initially with intensely private images derived in part from hypnosis, he inevitably 

arrives at correspondences beyond his own experience, correspondences which are a part of the 

culture to which he belongs. There is also an awareness that images which he thought of as his 

own could be distilled to a point at which they could be understood as belonging to everyone. 

As a result of this contradiction his work appears split in a way which can seem confusing. With 

disarming directness Mullican will exhibit simple, almost childlike drawings, primitive looking 

objects and bold graphics with a very sophisticated, modern look, as though that was the most 

obvious thing to do. Which of course it is. For what gives these disparate elements their 

tremendous sense of cohesion is not simply the fact that they are the product of the artist’s 

unconscious, but that that unconscious is mediated by a structure of signs to which we are all 

privy. In recognizing his relation to the cultural restraints of the sign, Mullican provides himself 

with a framework from which he can develop his elegiac vision of life in terms which can be 

readily understood by all. 

The contradictory aspect of much of his work is the source of its strength, for it is that which 

emphasizes the tentative and fragmentary character of the whole enterprise, a characteristic 

which is easily forgotten in the face of the seeming confidence of his large banners and posters. 

It is the close juxtaposition of very different kinds of simplicity—the proximity of the figure of a 

man made from weathered lumber and pierced with bent nails to the universal stick figure 

symbol familiar from toilets in airports and railway stations—which gives the work as a whole 

its air of melancholy. In every case the private man is forced to confront his public destiny, to 

recognize that every secret, every wish, is already understood, that the individual must discover 

things for himself which are already known, since they can be placed within the framework of 

language. 

—Thomas Lawson 
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